
CENTRO/CLIENTE: 
 

To PROCESS the warranty for any of our products you must send an email to 
 sat@avanzzatraders.com.

  Photograph of the purchase ticket.
  Photographs of the condition and the incident that the product presents.
  Photograph of the product packaged for collection (in case you have contracted the 
service).
   Warranty activation form (at the end of the document) with all boxes �lled out.

Th is product has a 3-year warranty from the date of purchase, 
please carefully keep the purchase invoice and packaging (keep 

the packaging for at least 15 days)

The warranty will cover all manufacturing defects for 3 years in accordance with the
current legislation. As long as the product is in perfect condition and in its original 
packaging, and has been used properly as indicated in the instruction manual. In case 
of misuse, the manufacturer will not be responsible for the repair.

The warranty will NOT apply:

If the product has been used beyond its capacity or usefulness, abused, beaten,
exposed to moisture, submerged in any liquid or corrosive substance, as well as
any other fault attributable to the consumer such as misuse due to not following the 
instructions, poor transportation or use of electronic components or accessories not 
suitable as indicated in the manual.

If the product has been disassembled, modi�ed or repaired by unauthorized persons
by the technical service.

If the product has been stolen or the damage has been caused by an accident or by 
some external element or natural tragedy.

If the incident has been caused by normal wear of the parts due to use, or
It has been a breakdown caused by physical breakage, such as breakage of plastics, 
enamels or similar.

If the product is launched and the user is shown that it works.

If the product does not have the identi�cation label or has been modi�ed (model or
serial number).

The warranty does not cover any costs derived from the installation or uninstallation of 
the
product. If the item is covered by the warranty, UIRAX/FULMO will assume all costs, 
transportation and repair.

If the item is not covered by the warranty, a quote will be provided for acceptance. If 
you accept it, all repair, shipping and collection costs will be at your expense, including 
the box in which it will be returned, if it did not come in adequate packaging. 

WARRANTY AND ACTIVATION FORM



CENTER /CLIENT :  
 

CONTACT:  
 

PURCHASE DATE: 
 

DATE OF INCIDENCE: 
 

PICKUP ADDRESS 
(if you have contracted this service)

 
:

 

 

POSTAL CODE:  
 

TELEPHONE: 
 

E-MAIL: 
 

 
 

N.º DE SERIE: 
 

 

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 
: 

 

 

  

  SERIAL NUMBER:

 KILOMETERS* 

If the client agrees to send the item, to make the estimate, and once done, do not
If you accept, the product will be returned with an amount of 22€ plus VAT for transporta-
tion plus the cost of the box, unless the customer gives up and it is not sent, in which case 
you will not pay anything.

If the product has not been purchased through an o�cial FULMO/UIRAX distributor and 
on any occasion you detect an incident with the product or have any questions, contact 
the Technical Assistance Service of Avanzza Traders International S.L through the 
number by telephone +34 621 29 31 21 or by email sat@avanzzatraders.com.

Sincerely,
The Avanzza Traders International S.L team

PRODUCT:

WARRANTY AND ACTIVATION FORM

Only for


